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Abstract. 
Context: This paper is developed in the context of Usability Engineering. More specifically, it focuses on the use of 
modelling and simulation to help decision-making in the scope of usability evaluation. 
Objective: The main goal of this paper is to present UESim: a System Dynamics simulation model to help decision-
making in the make-up of the usability evaluation team during the process of usability evaluation.  
Method: To develop this research we followed four main research phases: a) study identification, b) study 
development, c) running and observation and finally, d) reflexion. In relation with these phases the paper describes 
the literature revision, the model building and validation, the model simulation and its results and finally the 
reflexion on it. 
Results: We developed and validated a model to simulate the usability evaluation process. Through three different 
simulations we analysed the effects of different compositions of the evaluation team on the outcome of the 
evaluation. The simulation results show the utility of the model in the decision making of the usability evaluation 
process by changing the number and expertise of evaluators employed. 
Conclusion: One of the main advantages of using such a simulation model is that it allows developers to observe the 
evolution of the key indicators of the evaluation process over time. UESim represents a customisable tool to help 
decision-making in the management of the usability evaluation process, since it makes it possible to analyse how the 
key process indicators are affected by the main management options of the Usability Evaluation Process. 
Keywords: Usability Evaluation, Decision Making, Simulation Modelling, Systems Dynamics, Software Process 
Improvement 
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1   Introduction 
"Usability" is a quality attribute that assesses how easy a software user interface is to use. It 
constitutes a necessary precondition for good User Experience [1]. The term usability also refers 
to methods for improving ease-of-use during the design process. The usability inspection 
methods are the most-used and best-known methods for evaluating usability. Usability inspection 
is the generic term for a set of methods based on having evaluators inspect usability-related 
aspects of a user interface. A usability inspection is aimed at finding usability problems in a user 
interface, and then treating these problems to make recommendations for fixing the problems and 
improving the usability of the software product [2]. 
The number and expertise of the evaluators employed to judge usability are two essential factors 
that affect the results of an evaluation process. Knowing both the number and expertise of 
evaluators, it is possible to estimate the number of problems that will be found using the 
mathematical model presented by Nielsen and Landauer [3]. These two essential factors also 
affect the costs incurred by the developer in using the evaluation method. Therefore it is possible 
to estimate the final values for both the number of problems found, and cost. However, because 
the time available for developers to produce high-quality usable software is becoming a crucial 
limitation, time must be considered an additional key factor in any software development process.   
Since the early 1990’s several simulation models have been developed to respond to different 
questions related to the software process. However, none of these models has addressed issues 
related to usability and the user experience in software development.  
In relation with this context, the present work considers the following general Research 
Questions: 
RQ1. Would it be possible to simulate the process of usability evaluation? 
RQ2. Would the simulation of this process help decision-making in the  composition of    
the usability evaluation team? 
To be more specific, we considered if, by means of a simulation model, we could provide 
answers to questions such as “What if …?” For example, what would happen if we mixed 
evaluators with different levels of experience in the evaluation team? How would this affect the 
execution of the process? What would the effect be on its cost and length? What would the ideal 
process configuration be for a given budget to achieve the optimum usability results? How long 
would all this take? 
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Dynamic modelling and simulation could be used by developers to make the usability evaluation 
process visible, and let them observe its behaviour over time; alternative choices and decisions 
could be simulated and their outcomes analysed before they are made and implemented. 
Therefore, in the context of usability evaluation, these techniques could greatly aid the decision-
making process. 
We therefore propose the application of modelling and simulation techniques to help decision-
making in the process of usability evaluation. To illustrate the effectiveness of these techniques 
for this purpose, we present a simulation model, UESim, and three cases. UESim simulates the 
usability evaluation process using usability inspection methods. This simulation allows us to 
analyse the effect that alternative different compositions of the usability evaluation team would 
have on the outcome of the evaluation, namely on time, cost and number of problems found. 
The paper has been structured by relating its sections to the phases of the research methodology 
used. In section 2 we set out the phases of the research conducted, with a brief summary of the 
work undertaken in each, and referencing those sections of the paper where we present the 
outcomes of these steps. 
2   Materials and Methods 
To develop this work we have followed an approach consisting of four main steps. These phases 
are common in different research methods, such as the Action Research method [4], [5] or [6]. 
Table 1 shows both the outcomes obtained in each step of the study and the section of the paper 
in which they are presented. The phases we followed are as follows: 
1. Study identification: this phase studies the different usability evaluation methods, centring 
specifically on inspection methods and how they are carried out, paying special attention 
to the factors that intervene. This leads us to formulate the conjectures on which we base 
our simulation model. In addition, in this phase we have also performed a literature 
review about the different applications of simulation modelling in the scope of software 
process. 
2. Study development: Several different proposals have been set forth for developing 
simulation models, but they share a series of steps and recommendations [7], [8], [9], 
[10], [11]. We can summarise them into three main tasks: to build, validate and 
experiment. 
3. Running and observation: To carry out this phase three different experiments have been 
performed in which we can observe the effects of different compositions of the evaluation 
team on the outcome of the evaluation process.  
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4. Reflexion: Finally, having analysed the results obtained following the model simulation 
process, we reflect on these along with the possible threats to validity. We conclude by 
contrasting our initial research questions. 
To facilitate the task of building and validating UESim, we have used the Vensim
®
 simulation 
environment [12]. To perform the survey used in the simulation validation phase we have used 
the online tool encuestafacil [13] 
Table 1. Summary of research phases 
Research phase Outcome Paper section 
1.-Study identification Process of usability evaluation description Section 3 
Modelling and simulation literature revision Section 4 
2.- Study development Model design and Model building Section 5 
Model validation Section 6 
3.- Running and observation Model simulation Section 7 
4.- Reflexion Discussion Section 8 
Conclusion Section 9 
3   The Process of Usability Evaluation 
Usability inspection is the generic term for a set of methods based on having evaluators inspect 
usability-related aspects of a user interface. Each method has its particular objectives but they all 
have the general objective of identifying potential usability problems and providing design-
relevant information. This involves employing several evaluators to examine the interface and 
judge its compliance with: the development of user tasks, recognised usability principles (namely 
heuristics), usability guidelines or standards. 
Figure 1 presents the general process of individual usability inspections formalized using BPMN 
(Business Process Modelling Notation). The process illustrated is based on Nielsen studies [2], 
[14] and consists of the following phases: 
 Planning. First, it is necessary to plan the evaluation session, choose appropriate 
evaluators, determine the criteria that will be adopted, and prepare the necessary material. 
In the planning phase the decisions about the make-up (number, expertise and dedication) 
of the evaluation team are made. 
 Training: Before beginning the evaluation session itself, the evaluators usually need 
some training for the particular evaluation proposed. In this training, the person who 
manages the evaluation, normally named the “observer”, will explain the method, the 
objectives of the evaluation, the criteria to follow, as well as the concepts and 
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characteristics that the evaluators need to know about the domain of the system to be 
evaluated. 
 Evaluation session: during the evaluation session, each individual evaluator will use the 
interface several times and identify the usability problems. It is very important that the 
evaluations be performed independently to prevent bias due to the evaluators influencing 
each other. Finally, each evaluator will provide a list of the usability problems found in 
relation to the inspection goals. 
 Analysis of results and drafting of the final report. After all the evaluations have been 
completed, the problems found are analysed and grouped to obtain a single list of 
problems. Evaluation of the severity rating of the usability problems found can be made 
during the evaluation session; these ratings can be reflected in the individual reports to be 
analysed later, or once the problems have been grouped, in a final debriefing session with 
all the evaluators. 
 
Fig 1. The usability evaluation process  
Accordingly, the factors that have been considered as the key aspects for the composition of the 
evaluation team, are the following:  
 Number of evaluators. Generally, usability evaluation is difficult for a single evaluator to 
perform because it is complicated just for one person to find all the usability problems in 
an interface. References from several different projects have shown that different people 
will find different usability problems. This phenomenon has been called the “evaluator 
effect” [15], [16], [17], [18] It is difficult to find an optimum evaluator, because the same 
person will not be the best evaluator for every case. Sometimes an evaluator who is not 
capable of finding all the usability problems where many exist, will however prove to be 
capable of finding some of the hardest-to-detect. Therefore, it is necessary to use several 
evaluators in any usability evaluation [19], [2]. 
In their mathematical model, Nielsen and Landauer state that the detection of usability 
problems, as a function of the number of evaluators, can be modelled as a Poisson 
process, represented in Equation 1 [3]: 
 
 
))1(1()(_ ipNifoundproblems   (1) 
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where “problems_found(i)” indicates the number of unique usability problems found by 
aggregating reports from i independent evaluators, N indicates the estimated total number 
of usability problems existing in the interface evaluated, p indicates the proportion of all 
usability problems found by a single evaluator that is the mean probability of detecting a 
problem by a subject and i indicates the number of evaluators, also called the usability test 
sample size.  
For example, if we consider that p is 0.3, i is 5 and N is 100, we could say, applying 
Equation 1, that only five evaluators are needed to detect approximately 83% of usability 
problems. Since 1993, the estimation of p to determine the usability test sample size has 
been discussed by different studies [20], [21], [22] and currently is an open research 
problem in the HCI (Human Computer Interaction) community.  
 Evaluator’s expertise. Several studies have demonstrated that greater evaluator expertise 
improves the effectiveness of the usability evaluation [23], [24]. Depending on the 
specific evaluation method used, we might consider different issues affecting the expertise 
of the evaluators such as: usability experience, heuristic experience, domain experience 
and training [24]. From a general point of view, the references studied suggest that 
expertise can usefully be categorised into the following three levels: 
 Level 1: corresponds to novice evaluators with no usability experience. 
 Level 2: corresponds to regular usability specialists. 
 Level 3: corresponds to specialists who combine usability experience with 
experience of the particular kind of interface being evaluated (domain experience). 
 Dedication: this factor represents the amount of time (hours) that each evaluator will 
spend on the evaluation. 
All these factors are crucial for determining the total cost incurred in by the application of the 
evaluation method. Fixed costs and variable costs must be taken into account. Fixed costs are 
expenses that are not dependent on the activities carried out in the evaluation itself. The time 
needed to plan the evaluation, to prepare the materials, and to write up the final report are among 
the fixed costs of each particular evaluation process. Variable costs are those expenses that 
change in line with the number and type of evaluators; they include the evaluator’s salary as well 
as the cost of analysing the evaluator’s report and the cost of any computers or other resources 
needed during the evaluation. These costs can greatly vary according to the project and will 
depend on the company’s cost structure as well as on the size and complexity of the interface 
under evaluation [2]. 
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As Woolriych et al. [25] defend, the usability evaluation methods should not be used as 
indivisible wholes. The practitioners must configure, adapt, and complement the method 
resources to match the specific circumstances of each project. In this line, there are also other 
factors that are not related to the composition of the evaluation team and that can affect the 
process behaviour and hence the method effectiveness, such as: the stage of the development 
lifecycle, the size, type or complexity of the system,  and the type of end users [2], [3], [14], [20], 
[25]. 
4   Precedents and Related Works 
4.1   Software Process Modelling and Simulation 
Modelling and simulation techniques are considered valuable for the improvement of processes in 
many areas of engineering. A simulation model is a computational model that consists of the 
abstraction or simplified representation of a complex dynamic model. The objectives of 
simulation models are, commonly, to provide mechanisms for experimenting, predicting, 
learning, and answering questions such as: What if …? [26].  
It is important to bear in mind that a simulation model constitutes an abstraction of the real 
system, and so it represents only the parts of the system that are considered important to model. 
The main advantage that modelling and simulation offer is the possibility of trying different 
decisions and analysing their results in systems where the cost or the risk of real experimentation 
is prohibitive. 
Simulation models can be classified according to different criteria: 
 Time: If the variables that describe the model depend on time, and if time constitutes a model 
variable, then we are dealing with a dynamic model; otherwise, it will be termed static. 
 Evolution and state: If the model can change its state continually over time, and if its 
variables can assume values within a continuous range, the model is a continuous model.  If 
changes in the model happen only at specific points in time or in the process, and the 
variables defining its state are discrete, then the model is a discrete model. 
 Results (i.e. if results can be predicted accurately): If different simulations of the model with 
the same values for the input parameters always yield the same results, the model will be 
deterministic. Otherwise the model will be stochastic. 
For the purpose of this study we built a deterministic, continuous and dynamic model since we 
intended to observe the evolution of a process over time. For this kind of model we used the 
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System Dynamics (SD) paradigm, since it allows for the analysis of cause-effect relationships 
and feedback links among different variables of the process [7], [27]. 
Thus, the chosen modelling approach provides the following advantages: 
1. A vision of the simulated usability evaluation process as a control system. Developers (i.e. 
project managers and directors) would be able to control the process by varying inputs and 
observing the effects of the changes on the process outputs. In our case, the simulated process 
of usability evaluation can be controlled by modifying the number and expertise of the 
evaluators, which will have an effect on the time, cost and number of problems found, in the 
process. 
2. It makes visible the evolution of key process indicators over time. It is thus possible to obtain 
not only the final values of the main variables of the process, but also to see how their 
behaviour varies during the process. This enables corrective or preventive measures to be 
adopted. This contrasts with the Equation 1 of Nielsen and Landauer [3], which only relates 
the number of usability evaluators to the number of problems found and offers final values of 
the variables, without providing visibility of how the process of usability evaluation has 
evolved. 
The discipline of modelling the software process with System Dynamics started with Abdel-
Hamid in 1984 [28]. Since then, several simulation models have been developed to respond to 
different questions related to the software development process. A comprehensive view can be 
obtained by combining two systematic literature reviews of software process simulation 
modelling [29] (the initial stage) with [30] (the extended stage). Also it is possible to find an 
important contribution to the system dynamic modelling body of work in [31]. 
In this Section we review the main software process simulation models. The models have been 
classified according to their purpose: 
 Strategic management: One of the most relevant models that help project managers make 
decisions on strategic management issues is the model developed by Abdel-Hamid and 
Madnick [32].  This model is a seminal work and a mandatory reference in this field. Its 
importance lies in being the first application of SD to software project management. Recently, 
Uzzafer [33] presented a model to simulate the implications of strategic decisions on factors 
such as cost, risk, budget and schedule of software projects. 
 Planning, operational management and control. Among the simulation models that can be 
used in project planning, the two models devised by Kellner [26] and Pfahl and Lebsant [34], 
respectively, stand out.  Kellner uses deterministic and stochastic models to simulate 
industrial software processes.  Pfahl and Lebsant introduce a new approach named IMMS 
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(Integrated Measurement Modelling and Simulation) based on industrial experiences, 
performed with dynamic simulation models.  
Dertzbacher et al. [35] presents a simulation model, integrated into a tool that supports project 
management centred processes. More recently, Zhang et al. [36] introduces the first 
simulation model of a formal verification process. The model aims to support further 
understanding and investigation of the dynamic characteristics of the process and to support 
planning and optimization of future process enactment. 
 Process improvement: Simulation can help in decision-making in the field of process 
improvement because it allows the impact of a change in the process to be predicted. Within 
this field, the dynamic simulation model introduced by Madachy [37] is of great importance 
because, together with Abdel-Hamid´s original model [32], it is one of the dynamic models 
that represent in greater detail the whole software development process. Other simulation 
models are specially designed and oriented towards evaluating the results of various measures 
for process improvement.  Several models have been developed with reference in the 
Capability Maturity Model (CMM), among which the models proposed by Raffo and Kellner 
[38] and Ruiz et al. [39] are worth noting. Hsueh et al. [40] presents a study about how to 
embed CMMI process area goals into the process definition stage to satisfy organization 
process improvement. In this research, they propose a UML-based approach to define, verify, 
and validate an organization's process. In the scope of software testing, Saurabh [41] presents 
an SD model of software development with a special focus on the unit test phase. This work 
is partially based on Collofello’s et al. [42] work about modelling the software testing process 
under the SD approach. 
 Software evolution: In the last few years the number of simulation models that address 
aspects of software evolution has increased considerably, making it one of the most modelled 
software processes.  According to Zhang et al., software process simulation has to evolve to 
effectively investigate the ever-changing software processes [36]. This author has contributed 
several studies about the equivalence and model conversion between quantitative and 
qualitative process modelling. He uses the model transformation scheme to transform a 
quantitative continuous (SD) software evolution process model into its qualitative form for 
simulation [44], [45]. Araújo et al. [46] also describe an SD simulation model aimed at 
supporting the industrial software decay. 
 Software Engineering education: Simulation can also be used to practise or learn project 
management. A simulation-based training environment allows us to determine the most likely 
results of common project management decisions that are often incorrect, for example, 
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advancing the coding stage, to eliminate revisions or to reduce the effort allocated to testing 
activities. Shtub [47] presents a new simulation tool for the teaching professional and students 
of Project Management. 
 Current trends: Annually, the International Conference on Software and System Process 
(ICSSP) allocates some specific sessions to the presentation and discussion of the most 
relevant advances in software process simulation and modelling.  Among current trends, we 
can find the application of simulation and modelling to various activities such as software 
development with agile methodologies [48], global software development [49] and IT service 
management processes [50], [51]. 
 Application of Modelling and Simulation to Usability Engineering: The terms 
‘Simulation’ and ‘Usability Engineering’ can often be found together when searching digital 
libraries and citation databases of peer-reviewed literature. However, very frequently the 
works retrieved present results regarding the use of  simulation of software interfaces to make 
early usability evaluations, as in Chatley et al. [52] or in Biswas and Robinson [53]. However, 
to the best of our knowledge and apart from [54], [55] , there are no previous studies in which 
simulation has been applied to aid decision-making in the field of usability engineering 
processes. Thus, we believe that the proposal presented in this paper constitutes an original 
contribution in this area. In our previous work [54] we developed an SD simulation model for 
the improvement of the usability of interactive systems through the application of a User 
Centred Design (UCD) process and its integration into the software development process. In 
the work presented in [55] we introduced the first version of the UESim model, which has 
been subsequently extended and validated as shown in the present work. 
5   UESim Building 
As stated before, several different proposals have been set forth for building simulation models, 
but they all have in common a series of steps and recommendations [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], 
Firstly, the purpose of the model needs to be established. This determines key questions to be 
addressed and the elements to be simulated. The purpose of the model also determines the scope 
of the intended model. This could be, for example, a portion of the life cycle, a whole 
development project, etc. 
The output variables (i.e. the results) are the information elements needed to answer the key 
questions that were specified as part of the purpose of the model. Depending on the key questions 
being asked, different variables could be devised as the intended results of a process simulation. 
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In the abstraction phase of the construction of the model, the model builder needs to identify the 
key elements of the process, their interrelationships and behaviour. The focus should be on those 
aspects of the process that are especially relevant to the purpose of the model, and are believed to 
have a major influence on the output variables. Input parameters are needed to drive the 
simulation, and these depend upon the output variables desired and the abstraction process 
identified.  
In the conceptualisation of the model the cause-effect relationships among the main variables of 
the model are expressed. Once the model has been conceptualised, its formalisation follows by 
introducing the mathematical equations that govern the behaviour of the variables. Finally, the 
model must be validated. To facilitate the task of building and validating UESim, we have used 
the Vensim
®
 simulation environment. 
The rest of this section describes in depth the outputs of each of these activities.  
5.1   Purpose of UESim 
The purpose of UESim is to analyse how the evaluation team parameters affect the behaviour of 
the problem detection phase in the usability evaluation process. This effect will be assessed 
through the process indicators of time, cost and problems found, which are generally used to 
assess process performance. One of the objectives of UESim is to serve as a customisable tool for 
decision-making during the planning stage of the process; it will allow managers to observe 
variations in process behaviour as a consequence of changes in the evaluation team parameters 
selected. 
5.2  UESim Scope 
In this study, we focus on simulating the last two phases of the usability evaluation process. To 
simulate the evaluation session it has been assumed that the analysis and aggregation of problems 
detected by the various independent evaluators is also carried out during the evaluation sessions. 
This means that the overlapping of similar problems found by different evaluators is eliminated, 
and a single list of final usability problems is duly compiled.  
5.3  UESim Output Variables 
The output variables are those elements that must be known in order to be able to answer the key 
questions for which the model was created. The performance of the usability evaluation process 
will be assessed on the basis of time, cost and problems found that are determined by the values 
of the following output variables: 
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 Usability problems found: this variable represents the number of different usability problems 
found after the analysis and aggregation of independent evaluations. It will hence determine 
the evaluation problems found indicator.  
 Accumulated variable cost: this represents the amount of variable cost incurred by 
implementing the method. It will determine the evaluation cost indicator. 
 Time variable: this represents the time required to complete the usability evaluation.  
The behaviour of the time variable will be influenced by the dynamic nature of UESim, which 
will represent the behaviour of the process during the period of time required to complete the 
usability evaluation. Therefore, the output variables Usability problems found and Accumulated 
variable cost will be presented as a function of the time variable. 
5.4   UESim Input Parameters 
The main input parameters of UESim enable us to define the characteristics of the process at any 
time during the simulation.  
 Number of evaluators E(i): This composite parameter includes the three parameters known as 
evaluation team parameters:  
- Number of evaluators; 
- Expertise of the evaluators; 
- Dedication of the evaluators. 
Therefore, this parameter is divided into three other parameters specifying the particular level 
of expertise employed; it is also possible to specify different levels of dedication, in terms of 
the amount of time (hours) the evaluator is engaged in the process. Thus, during the 
simulation these three aspects of the composition of the evaluation team can be changed  
- No. of Evaluators E1: Represents the number of novice evaluators or with hardly any 
expertise in usability (level 1). 
- No. of Evaluators E2: Represents the number of evaluators with expertise in usability 
(level 2). 
- No. of Evaluators E3: Represents the number of evaluators with expertise both in usability 
and in the domain, i.e. with knowledge of the specific system whose usability is to be 
evaluated (level 3). 
The value for this parameter may be estimated from other similar studies or previous 
collections of project metrics.  
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 Interface usability problems: Represents the total number of estimated usability problems that 
exist. This value will depend on the size and type of system to be evaluated and has been 
obtained from other studies or collections of project metrics. 
 Single evaluation capacity E(i): this parameter is also divided into E1, E2, and E3 depending 
on the level of expertise being employed. It represents the number of usability problems that 
an evaluator with that expertise can detect and describe per unit of time (per hour). Its value 
can be estimated from previous projects. 
 Single cost E(i): this composite parameter is also divided into E1, E2, and E3 according to the 
level of evaluator expertise. It represents the remuneration (in Euros) per unit of time (hour) 
of each type of evaluator.  
 Problems Single proportion E(i): this parameter is also divided into E1, E2, and E3 according 
to the level of expertise. It represents the averaged proportion of the existing total problems 
that a single evaluator is thought capable of finding according to their level of experience (it 
has been describes as p in the Equation 1. It may be estimated from other similar studies, 
previous collections of project metrics, or it can be estimated using Nielsen´s mathematical 
model [3], [23]. 
 Capacity Adjusting factor: this parameter allows us to customise the model to describe the 
circumstances under which the evaluation is taking place, by setting some factors which may 
affect the process of usability evaluation but are not related to the make-up of the evaluation 
team. The additional factors considered in UESim are the following: 
- Stage of the development lifecycle: this represents the degree of influence of the stage in 
the development lifecycle of the product whose usability is being evaluated; the 
evaluation may be performed early in the design phase or later, after several iterations of 
design, test and re-design. 
- Type of system: this represents the degree of influence of the type of system whose 
usability is being evaluated: e.g. web interface, a corporate information system, etc. 
- System size: this represents the influence of the size of the system whose usability is being 
evaluated. 
- System complexity: this represents the influence of the complexity of the system whose 
usability is being evaluated. 
- Type of users of the final system: this represents the influence of the context of the 
prospective system end-users. They may comprise a homogeneous or heterogeneous 
group; they may be known or unknown to the developers; they may change during the 
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course of the development; there may be significant cultural differences between users, 
etc. 
- Set of usability guidelines: this represents the degree of influence of the set of heuristics, 
standards or evaluation tasks, employed in the usability evaluation. 
The effect of these factors in the evaluation process is modelled as multipliers that increase or 
reduce the capacity of the evaluation team depending on the circumstances in which the 
evaluation is being made. This model uses these independent factors to calculate the capacity 
adjusting factor in a similar way that the software cost estimation model COCOMO II uses its 
cost drivers to calculate the effort adjustment factor [56]. In this sense, each of the above 
mentioned factors may take different values within the range ['Very Low', 'Low', 'Nominal', 
'High', 'Very High'] depending on the influence that each one is estimated to have in the 
particular evaluation process being simulated. The quantitative value (weight or rating) 
corresponding to each qualitative value can be calibrated by the model user depending on the 
specific project properties. For example, given a certain factor, if the 'Nominal' qualitative 
value has a quantitative value corresponding to 1, the rest of the qualitative values could be 
set as follows: Very Low: 0.9; Low: 0.95; High: 1.05; and Very High: 1.1. The final value for 
the overall Capacity Adjusting Factor parameter is obtained by multiplying the values 
assigned to each of the factors described above, as commonly occurs in other estimation 
models in Software Engineering as the software cost estimation model COCOMO II [56] or 
the software estimation method Use Case Points [57] . 
5.5   UESim Conceptualisation 
The concepts involved in a System Dynamics model are commonly represented in a causal loop 
diagram. The diagram presented as Figure 2 brings together the various cause-effect relationships 
found in the usability evaluation process.  
The relationships are represented by arrows labelled as positive or negative. A positive causal 
link means that the two inter-connected variables change in the same direction, i.e. if the variable 
shown as the origin of the link increases, the other variable also increases. Negative causal links 
are links in which the variables change in opposite directions (the increase of one causes the 
decrease of the other linked variable, or the decrease of one variable causes the increase of the 
other).This diagram also includes the reinforcing or goal-seeking feedback loop that governs the 
evolution of the detection of usability problems during the running of the usability evaluation. 
This feedback loop models the transformation of the theoretical usability problems to be found 
into the actual usability problems found through the application of a certain evaluation capacity. 
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As mentioned before, this evaluation capacity will mainly depend on the number of evaluators 
and the evaluators’ expertise. In addition, this evaluation capacity will also be affected by the 
Capacity adjusting factor and the extent of problem overlapping that may arise as the various 
problems found by each of the evaluators employed are aggregated during the course of the 
evaluation. It is postulated that, as the evaluation is performed, the problems reported are 
analysed by an observer who eliminates overlapping, and compiles a single list of final problems.  
To simulate this action, the model assumes an overlapping rate which depends only on the 
number of evaluators, disregarding their expertise. The overlapping rate is obtained using an 
average overlapping value between two given evaluators [16], [58] and increasing this value as 
the number of evaluators increase. The overlapping effect acts by decreasing the overall 
Evaluation capacity of the team of evaluators. 
 
Fig 2. UESim causal loop diagram 
In addition, the problem aggregation limit determines the total number of problems that is 
possible to find, in accordance with the initial estimation of usability problems to be found, the 
number of evaluators involved, their expertise, and the problem single proportion.  Equation 1 is 
used to calculate the value of the problem aggregation limit that determines the end of the 
evaluation process. When the usability problems found reaches this value the simulation stops 
closing the negative feedback loop. 
Finally, the number and expertise of evaluators affects the variable costs of the evaluation 
process as it progresses in time; these costs will depend on the expertise of evaluators since the 
single evaluator cost input parameter will vary in accordance with the level of expertise. 
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5.6   UESim Formulation  
Once the model has been conceptualised, its formalisation as a mathematical model follows. We 
have used stock and flow diagrams in this step since they help us to represent the structure of 
UESim and provide a bridge to simulation modelling by allowing the appropriate equations to be 
assigned to this structure and the relationships among the variables involved to be identified. 
Stock and flow diagrams [27] are the main forms of notation used to represent System Dynamics 
simulation models.  They are made up of three main types of element: level or stock variables, 
flow variables, and auxiliary variables.  Level variables are represented by rectangular boxes and 
they symbolise cumulative elements (stocks).  Flow variables are represented by arrows linking 
level variables; these arrows have “valves” that symbolise the progression from one level to the 
next. Flow variables represent the growth or decline of levels when the flow between 
communicating levels is turned on or off. Auxiliary variables are the rest of the elements in the 
process that have an influence upon it. It is also necessary to have constants or input parameters 
that represent external influences on the model and facilitate calibration. Figure 3 shows the stock 
and flow diagram of UESim where some elements have been intentionally simplified for clarity 
purposes. It should be noticed that result variables have been represented as the two level 
variables: usability problems found and accumulated variable cost. Two flow variables have been 
added: problem detection rate and cost increase rate.  The first represents the flow between 
usability problems to be found and usability problems actually found; the second will increase the 
level variable: accumulated variable cost as the simulation progresses.  The input parameters 
have been highlighted by showing their designation in capital letters.  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3. Simplified stock and flow diagram 
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Figure 4 shows the detailed diagram of the Capacity adjusting factor.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4. Detailed stock and flow diagram of the Capacity adjusting factor 
 
Equations 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 are the main behaviour-governing equations of UESim. 
Mathematically, the basic structure of a formal system dynamics computer simulation model is a 
system of coupled, nonlinear, first-order differential (or integral) equations.  Simulation of such 
systems is easily accomplished by partitioning simulated time into discrete intervals of length dt  
and stepping the system through time one dt at a time. Level variables are always defined as 
differential equations containing the integration of all the flow variables that affect them using the 
standard notation: 
level = levelt=0 + ∫(inflow − outflow) dt
t
0
 
In this case the level variables are affected only by the Problem detection rate flow variable. 
Equations 2 and 3 correspond to the level variable: usability problems to be found (upbf). 
Equation 3 indicates the initial value for Equation 2. Equations 4 and 5 correspond to the level 
variable: usability problems found(upf). Equation 5 indicates the initial value for Equation 4. 
upbf = upbft=0 − ∫ Problem detection rate  dt
𝑡
0
 (2) 
upbft=0 = Interface Usability problems (3) 
upf = upft=0 + ∫ Problem detection rate  dt
𝑡
0
 (4) 
upft=0 = 0 (5) 
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Equation 6 corresponds to the flow variable: problem detection rate. The value for this flow 
variable is conditioned by the most important decisions represented in UESim. In this case, it 
takes its value from the variable: evaluation capacity until the evaluation is completed. The 
evaluation capacity will vary depending on the input parameters and depending on the 
overlapping detected during the evaluation session.  
 
 
     
 
                   (6) 
 
Once UESim has been developed and the behaviour-governing equations have been introduced, 
the model validation phase follows. 
6   UESim Verification and Validation 
As Barlas stated [59], the validation of a System Dynamics model is technically difficult, because 
there are no established formal tests, such as statistical tests, to decide if the structure of a model 
is close enough to the real structure of the system. Furthermore, even standard statistical tests 
cannot be used in validating the behaviour of a system dynamics model, because of problems of 
autocorrelations and multicollinearity [59], [9].Therefore, some of the most relevant literature in 
the field of System Dynamics model validation [31], [60], [61], [62], [63], focus on the 
importance of model assessment in the validation of its internal structure using tools of informal 
and qualitative natures, such as expert reviews, inspections, walkthroughs, etc. “For dynamic 
models, validity primarily means validity of the internal structure of the model, not its output 
behaviour, and validation of the internal structure cannot be made entirely objective, formal and 
quantitative” [59]. “Structural validity of a simulation model (i.e. right behaviour for the right 
reasons) is a stringent measure to build confidence in a simulation model regardless of how well 
the model passes behaviour validity tests”[64]. Then, the verification and validation are focused 
on building confidence on the model as a reasonable representation of the system and in its 
usefulness in the provision of results [65]. 
The following paragraphs describe the validation scheme used, the techniques applied and the 
results obtained. 
Problem 
detection rate 
if usability problems found ≥ 
problem aggregation limit 
 
Evaluation capacity    if usability problems found < 
problem aggregation limit  
0   
=  
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6.1   Validation Scheme  
According to the proposals of Barlas [59] and Sterman [7], the validation scheme followed 
should pay special attention to aspects regarding the structural validation of the model. In this 
study, the scheme proposed by Barlas and Sterman is used to validate the model. Furthermore, 
some efforts have also been applied to validate the model behaviour by adding the validation of 
the simulation results in various cases. 
The validation scheme followed consists of the following types of validation [66]: 
1. Computerized Model verification: The test of model verification confirms that the model 
implementation is error-free. 
 Dimensional consistency test:  This test verifies that the dimensions of the variables used 
are consistent and the units are correct. 
 Syntax validation test: This test verifies that the behaviour-governing equations of the 
model are free of syntax errors. 
 Semantic validation test: This test verifies that the behaviour-governing equations of the 
model are free of semantic errors. 
2. Structure validation or conceptual model validation: these tests assess the model structure, 
by direct comparison with knowledge about real system structure. 
 Structure confirmation test: This test attempts to compare the form of the equations of the 
model directly with the form of the relationships that exist in the real system. 
 Parameter confirmation test: this kind of test involves evaluating the constant parameters 
against knowledge of the real system, both conceptually and numerically. 
 Extreme conditions test: these tests involve assigning extreme values to selected 
parameters and comparing the model-generated behaviour to the observed (or anticipated) 
behaviour of the real system under the same “extreme condition”. 
 Behaviour sensitive test: these tests consist of determining those parameters to which the 
model is highly sensitive, and asking if the real system would exhibit similar high 
sensitivity to the corresponding parameters. 
3. Behaviour validation or operational validation:  
 Behaviour patterns tests: these tests are oriented towards measuring how accurately the 
model can reproduce the major behaviour patterns exhibited by the real system. It is very 
important to note that the emphasis is on pattern prediction (periods, frequencies, trends, 
phase lags, amplitudes), rather than point (event) prediction. 
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6.2   Validation Techniques  
Table 2 summarises the techniques used to perform the validation of UESim in relation to each 
test in which they were applied. 
 
Table 2. Summary of tests performed and techniques used 
Type of validation Test name Technique used 
Model verification Dimensional consistency test Units check 
Syntax validation test Check syntax 
Semantic validation test Check model 
Structure validation Structure confirmation test Face validity (Expert survey) and 
literature review 
Parameter confirmation test Face validity (Expert survey)  and 
literature review 
Extreme conditions test Model simulation and literature 
review 
Behaviour sensitive test Model simulation and literature 
review 
Behaviour 
validation 
Behaviour patterns tests Face validity (Expert survey), 
Model simulation and Reference 
model comparison 
 
The validation techniques used in this study are the following: 
 Vensim® tools: the Vensim® simulation environment provides useful functionality for 
helping in model verification. The "Check Syntax" function checks that the behaviour-
governing equations are free of syntax errors. The "Check Model" function checks that the 
behaviour-governing equations are free of semantic errors. The "Units Check" function 
verifies that the model is consistent, i.e. the units assigned to the different variables are 
consistent. 
 Face validity: Among the main validation techniques, various sources in the field of 
simulation model validation recommend the use of interviews, inspections and/or opinions of 
experts [60], [7], [66]. In this case, to obtain opinions from experts about UESim, we carried 
out an on-line validation survey. This survey was distributed to several international 
communities of usability experts: ACM SIGCHI (Special Interest Group on Computer-
Human Interaction), AIPO (Spanish Association of Human-Computer Interaction), UPA 
(Usability Professionals' Association), Interaction (specialist HCI group of the British 
Computer Society (BCS)), and the Centre for HCI Design (City University, London).  
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 Model simulation and literature review: some of the tests carried out involve the simulation 
of UESim to compare the simulation results with knowledge available on real system 
behaviour reported in the related literature. 
 Reference model comparison: Using the model simulation technique referred to above, we 
compared if the results obtained are similar to the results provided by the reference model 
used [3], [23]. 
6.3   Validation Results  
This section describes the results obtained in each of the types of validation conducted. 
Successful results were obtained for all tests performed. 
1. Computerized Model verification: all the tests performed using the Vensim® simulation 
environment concluded that the implementation of UESim is error-free. 
2. Structure validation: For this type of validation, the techniques used are: literature review, 
model simulation and expert survey. 
a. Results from the literature review: the structure and parameters of UESim are consistent 
with the information provided in the related literature [2], [3], [19], [20], [67], [68], [69], 
[70], [71]. 
b. Results from the model simulation: for the simulation of UESim the tests of Extreme 
conditions and Behaviour sensitive were performed. The results of the simulation, in each 
test, were compared with the information extracted from the literature observing similar 
trends from a qualitative point of view. 
c. Results from the expert survey: approximately 100 respondents answered the 
questionnaire. The answers were filtered to take into account only the questionnaires 
corresponding to the answers of the respondents who described themselves as experts in 
usability evaluation (50 respondents); that is, persons who have chosen one of the 
following options: a) “I am familiar with usability and I have carried out a usability 
evaluation” or b) “I frequently carry out usability evaluations”. 
The survey was divided into three parts: the first part contains general questions to 
classify the population, the second part contains questions regarding UESim structure, and 
the third part contains questions about UESim behaviour. The survey contained a total of 
twenty questions in which we asked for the degree of the respondent´s agreement on a 
five point Likert scale. Some questions also included an explanatory text field to get 
feedback from the expert. 
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The survey has been verified using the parameter quality of answer. If the quality of 
answer is less than 60%, the survey should be considered unsatisfactory. In this case, the 
value obtained for this parameter is 91% and has been calculated using Equation 7: 
100
received responsessurvey  ofNumber 
QAQ
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where QAQ is defined as the quality of each of the survey response, which is calculated 
using Equation 8: 
 
 
 
To analyse the results of the survey, for the Structure confirmation test and the Parameter 
confirmation test, we identified a number of indicators whose values are obtained from 
Equation 9  
 
   
 
Table 3 shows the scores associated with each type of answer.  
Table 3. Scores associated with each type of answer. 
Type of answer Associated score 
Completely disagree -2 
Partially agree -1 
Quite agree  1 
Very much agree  2 
 
The indicators selected for structure validation are the following: 
 ELA (Expertise Level Agreement): this indicator represents the level of agreement 
with the expertise level considered. 
 IPA-IUP (Input Parameter Agreement-Interface Usability Problems): this represents 
the level of agreement with the interface usability problems input parameter. 
 IPA-NE (Input Parameter Agreement- Number of Evaluators): this represents the level 
of agreement with the number of evaluators input parameter. 
 IPA-EC (Input Parameter Agreement- Evaluation Capacity): this represents the level 
of agreement with the single evaluation capacity input parameter. 
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 IPA-VC (Input Parameter Agreement- Variable Costs): this represents the level of 
agreement with the single variable costs input parameter. 
 IPA-PP (Input Parameter Agreement- Problems Proportion): this represents the level 
of agreement with the problem single proportion input parameter. 
 AFA-SUG (Adjusting Factor- Set of Usability Guidelines): this represents the level of 
agreement with the set of usability guidelines adjusting factor. 
 AFA-MDLC (Adjusting Factor- Moment of the Development Life Cycle): this 
represents the level of agreement with the moment of the development lifecycle 
adjusting factor. 
 AFA- KS (Adjusting Factor- Type of System): this represents the level of agreement 
with the type of system adjusting factor. 
 AFA-KU (Adjusting Factor-Type of Users): this represents the level of agreement 
with the type of users adjusting factor. 
 AFA-SS (Adjusting Factor-System Size): this represents the level of agreement with 
the system size adjusting factor. 
 AFA-SC (Adjusting Factor-System Complexity): this represents the level of 
agreement with the system complexity adjusting factor. 
Table 4 summarises the values obtained for each indicator as stated in Equation 9.  
Table 4. Values for the structure validation indicators. 
Indicator Name Indicator value 
ELA 1 
IP-IUP 1.5 
IPA-NE 0.8 
IPA-EC 0.8 
IPA-VC 0.7 
IPA-PP 0.7 
AFA-SUG 1.1 
AFA-MDLC 1.3 
AFA-KS 1 
AFA-KU 0.9 
AFA-SS 0.9 
AFA-SC 0.9 
 
The answers quoted as "do not know, or do not answer" were not taken into account to 
calculate the indicator values shown here. If the indicator value is negative it is 
considered unsatisfactory. It can be seen that all the values are positive. Values less than 
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one are the result of differences of opinions among experts, expressed by means of the 
respondent opinion text boxes included in the survey. 
 
3. Behaviour validation: the techniques used in this type of validation are: model simulation, 
survey of experts and comparison with the reference model. 
a) Results from the model simulation: The simulation of the model enabled the Behaviour 
patterns test to be performed. In this test the outputs of the simulation have been 
compared with the information extracted from the reference model [3] and both models 
follow similar trends. 
b) Results from the survey of experts: to analyse the results of the survey, to perform the 
Behaviour pattern test, we identify a number of indicators, whose values are obtained 
from Equation 9.  
 
 IPV-EC (Input Parameter Value – Evaluation Capacity): this represents the level of 
agreement with the values assigned to the single variable costs input parameter. 
 IPV-VC (Input Parameter Value- Variable Costs): this represents the level of 
agreement with the values assigned to the single variable costs input parameter. 
 IPV-PP (Input Parameter Value- Proportion of Problems): this represents the level of 
agreement with the values assigned to the problem single proportion input parameter. 
 GAB (General Agreement with Behaviour): this indicator represents the level of 
agreement with the general trend of the output variables. 
 EBA-UPF (Experiment Behaviour Agreement- Usability Problems Found): this 
represents the level of agreement with the results of the output variable: usability 
problems found in the experiments. 
 EBA-AVC: (Experiment Behaviour Agreement- Accumulated variable cost): this 
represents the level of agreement with the results of the output variable: accumulated 
variable cost in the experiments. 
 MU (Model Utility): this represents the degree of usefulness of UESim. 
 
Table 5 shows the values obtained for each indicator. It can be seen that all the values are 
positive and, therefore, the general level of agreement is high. 
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Table 5. Values for the behaviour validation indicators. 
Indicator Name Indicator value 
IPV-EC 0.8 
IPV-VC 0.9 
IPV-PP 1.2 
GAB 1.5 
EBA-UPF 0.9 
EBA-AVC 0.8 
MU 1.1 
 
c) Results from the comparison with the reference model: we can compare - from a 
qualitative point of view - the results of the simulation of UESim to the expected 
behaviour. For example, in both models to find 60% of the estimated problems, it would 
be necessary to use either just one expert evaluator (level 3), from 2 to 3 medium 
evaluators (level 2) or about 5 novice evaluators (level 1). In Figure 5 it can be seen that 
UESim follows a similar trend to those of the reference model used [23]. The simulation 
results are consistent with perceived system behaviour, especially in the top two levels of 
expertise. 
 
Fig 5. Number of problems found, according to the number of evaluators employed 
7   UESim Simulation 
To illustrate the application of UESim, three different experiments have been performed in which 
we analyse the effects of different compositions of the evaluation team on the outcome of the 
evaluation process, namely the time, cost and problems found. The evaluation team parameters 
are aggregated into the number of evaluators E(i) input parameter as explained in Section 5.4. 
The rest of the input parameters of UESim will be set with the same values in the three cases, as 
described in the following section.  
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7.1   Setting the Values for UESim Input Parameters 
Data from several different projects published in the related literature [2], [23], [72] were used to 
establish the values for the problem single proportion parameter. The values of the single 
capacity parameter were obtained from usability evaluation experiments performed with 
undergraduate students. The values for the single variable cost parameter were obtained from 
local companies. Table 6 shows the values adopted for the input parameters that will not be 
modified during simulation 
As we commented in Section 5.4, the value of the Capacity Adjusting Factor parameter is 
obtained as a multiplier of the quantitative values of the several factors that make it up. Since our 
intention is to analyse the effect of different compositions of the evaluation team, to limit the 
complexity of the case, the input parameters corresponding to the Capacity adjusting factor were  
set at their nominal values (1) in all cases. Thus, in the experiments reported in this paper, these 
parameters have no effect on the simulation results. 
To calculate the overlapping rate, we considered an average overlapping of 9% between two 
given evaluators [16]. It is possible for the user to set other values [58] for this input parameter. 
Table 6. Input parameters established. 
Interface Usability 
Problems (problems) 
Parameter E(i) E1 E2 E3 
100 
Problem single proportion (% problems) 0.2 0.4 0.6 
Single capacity (problems/hour) 2 4 6 
Single variable costs (euro/hour) 50 100 150 
 
It is important to note that, before using UESim in an organisation, the values for the input 
parameters have to be set according to the organisation’s historical data so that UESim describes 
the specific context and nature of the project. Thus, the model parameters can be easily calibrated 
to available empirical data and expert knowledge. 
Once the base case for the evaluation process has been established, the effect of the make-up of 
the evaluation team on this process can be studied by setting up different scenarios. In this, study, 
each one of them is based on different decisions that could be made by an organisation planning 
to implement usability evaluations within its software development process. The following cases 
are based on actual problems encountered by real companies. 
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7.2   Case 1 
7.2.1 Case Description 
In the first experiment the goal is to show the evolution of the process when all the evaluators of 
the evaluation team have the same level of expertise and full-time dedication to the evaluation. 
To this end, we chose level 2 expertise, corresponding to a moderate degree of expertise in 
usability evaluation. Four different scenarios were established, each having a different number of 
evaluators. Table 7 shows the simulation scenarios for Case 1. 
Table 7. Scenario Definition for Case 1 
Number of Evaluators Level of Expertise Scenario Name 
1 2 Sc1 
4 2 Sc2 
8 2 Sc3 
12 2 Sc4 
7.2.1 Simulation Results 
Figure 6 shows the evolution over time of the two result variables: usability problems found and 
accumulated variable cost for evaluators with a moderate level of expertise (level 2). Looking at 
the results, it is possible to observe the evolution of time-related process behaviour and to 
estimate, for example:  
a) the proportion of problems found at any chosen moment, or  
b) the time it takes for the evaluation to be completed, or 
c) how long it takes to achieve some results.  
This allows the developers to make decisions regarding:  
a) the optimum moment to stop the evaluation, or  
b) which combination of evaluators is most suitable. 
 
  
Fig 6. Comparing different numbers of expert evaluators (level 2) 
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The final decision will depend on the organisation's resources, on how crucial usability is for the 
system, and on how much benefit is expected to be achieved by improving usability.  
The evolution over time of the result variables can be complemented with a representation that 
includes the final values for the key factors of different scenarios in a single view. For that 
purpose, we use a type of representation in the shape of a triangle, where each axis represents a 
key factor of the evaluation process: cost, time and problems found. These indicators coincide 
with the output variables of UESim explained in Section 4.3. To facilitate comparison between 
the four scenarios, the final values have been normalised between 0 and 1.  Figure 7 shows the 
triangle of normalised final values for case 1. The number of problems found in scenario Sc2 
compared with Sc1 increases by approximately 45%, while time decreases by 20%. It can be seen 
that the only factor that undergoes meaningful changes in the last two scenarios is cost, which 
increases by approximately 30% between scenarios 3 and 4. In this case, the organisation's 
decision would rule out Sc4.  The final team make-up would be determined by the aims and 
limitation of the organisation or the project in particular. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 7. Triangle diagram for comparing final values (Case 1) 
7.3   Case 2 
7.3.1 Case Description 
To set up Case 2, we will make the assumption that the aim of the organisation is to integrate the 
usability evaluation into its development process incurring only the minimum cost. For this 
objective, the three levels of usability expertise will be compared, using the lowest possible 
number of evaluators to achieve similar results in terms of problems found. Once again, in this 
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case we consider that all the evaluators work full-time in the evaluation. Table 8 depicts three 
simulation scenarios. 
Table 8. Scenario definition for Case 2 
Number of Evaluators Level of Expertise Scenario Name 
4 1 Sc1 
2 2 Sc2 
1 3 Sc3 
7.3.2 Simulation Results 
Figure 8 shows the results in relation to time, for the output variables: Usability problems found 
and Accumulated variable cost.  No significant difference is observed in the number of problems 
found, although Sc2 is slightly better than the other two.  For the minimum Accumulated variable 
cost, the best scenario would be Sc3. 
  
Fig 8. Results for output variables in Case 2 
 
Figure 9 shows the triangle of normalised values for case 2.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 9. Triangle diagram for comparing final values (Case 2)  
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Figure 9 shows in more detail how scenario Sc3 improves cost results by 20% compared to the 
other two scenarios, between which there is hardly any difference (only 1.5%).  However, 
scenario Sc2 improves problems found and time results by 10%.  Depending on which factors the 
organisation considers most important, the choice would be between scenarios Sc2 and Sc3. 
7.4   Case 3 
7.4.1 Case Description 
In Case 3, we assume, as in Case 2, that an organization is interested in minimizing the cost of the 
usability evaluation that is being planned. Let us say, for instance, that the maximum cost that the 
organisation can afford for the evaluation is 3,000 euros.  In this case, we are interested in finding 
what team configurations can find a higher number of problems but keeping the cost of the 
evaluation under the economical restriction. To do that, we ran different scenarios each 
containing a different team configuration. It should be noted that, in this case, the composition of 
the evaluation team is mixed. That is, each team is composed of evaluators that have different 
levels of expertise and dedication to the evaluation.  Table 9 shows the settings for each scenario 
simulated. The first three columns of the table show the values for the number and level of 
expertise of the evaluators that have full dedication to the evaluation. The following three 
columns set the values for the evaluators that do not have full dedication to the evaluation: 
number of evaluators, level of expertise and the amount of time they spend in the evaluation. For 
instance, in Scenario 2 (Sc2) the team of evaluators is composed of five evaluators that work full-
time in the evaluation; one of them has Level 2 expertise and the other four have Level 1 
expertise. In addition, there is one evaluator more that has Level 2 expertise and works in the 
evaluation only during the first two hours of the scheduled time. Once that time has passed, the 
evaluator stops working in the evaluation. 
Table 9. Scenario definition for case 3 
Full Dedication Not Full Dedication  
No. Ev  
Level 1 
No. Ev  
Level 2 
No.Ev  
Level 3 
No&Dedic 
Ev Level 1 
No&Dedic 
Ev Level 2 
No&Dedic 
Ev Level 3 
Scenario 
Name 
6 0 0 0 0 0 Sc1 
4 1 0 0 1(2h) 0 Sc2 
5 0 0 0 0 1(4h) Sc3 
2 2 0 0 0 1(2h) Sc4 
0 0 2 0 0 1(3h) Sc5 
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7.4.2 Simulation Results 
Figure 10 shows the results, in relation to time, for the output variables: Usability problems found 
and Accumulated variable cost for Case 3.  It can be seen that all the scenarios have similar 
values in the Accumulated variable cost, since having a cost no higher that 3,000 euros was set as 
a restriction.  
  
Fig 10. Results for output variables in case 3 
 
Figure 11 shows the triangle of normalised values for Case 3.  Changes in cost are small, about 
2% or 3%, but the time factor improves almost by 20% between scenario Sc5 and Sc1 and 
problems found improves by 10%.  In this case the best scenario is the Sc5 because it reaches 
approximately the same amount of problems found as the Sc4 but using about 10% less time and 
around 7% less cost.  
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8   Discussion and Threats to Validity 
In the previous section, we saw how the results of the simulation model changes in each case 
depending on the composition of the evaluation team. The simulation of the model shows us the 
time evolution of the main variables. These results could be of benefit to managers of user 
evaluation processes, especially concerning the make-up of the team. The ultimate decision 
regarding composition will, nonetheless, be conditioned by the specific goals and limitations of 
the organisation or project in hand. 
As we discussed at the beginning of Section 6, it is difficult to fully validate a simulation model 
due to, among other reasons, the lack of historical data of projects and the diversity of 
organisations and project environments [65]. In that section we also illustrate, using many 
references, that the importance of the validation of a simulation model lies in the confidence that 
the model is able to generate in its users in terms of its internal structure. 
The results presented about the validation of UESim’s structure show a high level of agreement 
of the expert community about the assumptions modeled and the input parameters selected. 
Regarding the validation of the model behaviour, the values for the simulation model input 
parameters used in the experiments presented in this work were extracted from the limited project 
data provided from related literature and therefore, we have to question the accuracy of 
quantitative simulations results.  
To use UESim as a predictive tool in an industrial context, it is necessary to calibrate it to the 
specific process and features of the organisation. It is important to remember that the model is a 
customisable tool, providing an extensive set of configuration parameters that, once calibrated, 
describes the project or organisation in particular. This is a common feature in most of the 
simulations models found in the literature [65], [73], [74]. Nevertheless, the results of the 
experiments presented in this paper were included in the expert survey to validate the model 
behaviour. This survey also addressed the overall assessment of the model usefulness. The results 
obtained for these indicators are shown in the validation section (6.3). These results together with 
those obtained for the structure validation of the model are considered sufficient to conclude that 
the model generates a successful level of confidence in the HCI expert community. 
9.   Conclusions 
At the outset of the paper, we established two general research lines to be addressed in this 
research. 
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Firstly, we posed whether it was possible to simulate the usability evaluation process, as has been 
carried out in the field of software (RQ1). Our research has shown that it is also possible to apply 
modelling and simulation techniques to the field of usability engineering. 
Secondly, and more specifically, in RQ2 we endeavoured to see whether modelling and 
simulation could be of benefit to decide the make-up of the evaluation team for usability 
evaluation. Our results show that UESim not only allows us to simulate evaluation behaviour 
under different team compositions, but also to alter these parameters during the process and 
observe the results. 
 Consequently, this work illustrates the benefits that the application of modelling and simulation 
techniques provides for the management of the usability evaluation process. The process has been 
conceptualised and formalised under the System Dynamics approach, and a simulation model 
named UESim has been built for the main phases of this process. In addition, the paper shows the 
validation process of the model and its results. Three different cases have been set forth to 
illustrate how UESim might be used. For each of these cases, the evolution over time of the 
output variables of UESim has been depicted graphically and analysed. 
Simulation modelling in the context of usability evaluation is a very useful technique that 
improves the knowledge of the usability evaluation process allowing us to visualize the effect that 
its key input parameters have on the main process indicators. One of the main advantages of this 
technique is the possibility to experiment with different policies for managing the usability 
evaluation process. Thus, it could be considered a valuable tool to help decision-making on the 
implementation of the usability evaluation. 
This research establishes the main benefits of using UESim in the management of the usability 
evaluation process. Some of the benefits identified are: 
 UESim makes it possible to extend Nielsen’s conclusions [3], [23] by giving an insight on 
how the evaluation process evolves over time, on the effect of different process 
management decisions, and on the variable costs associated with the options chosen. 
These are essential factors for any organisation that intends to implement any usability 
inspection method.  
 It enables managers to see the effect that different compositions of the evaluation team 
have on the key process indicators, in terms of cost, time and problems found. 
 It is a customisable tool allowing to adapt it to the specific circumstances of the project or 
the organization through its input parameters and the Capacity Adjusting Factor  
 It illustrates the effects of mixing evaluators with different degrees of expertise and 
different levels of dedication to the evaluation. 
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 It allows us to change the values of the input parameters dynamically during the 
simulation,  helping the decision-making even when the process has already started 
To overcome the threats to validity, one of our main goals is to extend the model validation by 
evaluating the model in a real organization using the Capacity Adjusting Factor to adapt the 
model to the specific project circumstances.  
UESim is part of a general simulation-based framework. We plan to add other models with a 
view to complete the simulation of all the processes of the usability engineering lifecycle. Our 
subsequent work will be aimed at the full development of simulation models of other methods 
and processes, to extend the application of these techniques in the field of usability engineering.  
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Appendix  
This appendix includes the questionnaire for the experts’ survey performed during the model validation. To improve 
understanding of the survey, it was originally accompanied by an explanatory text of the model and its performance. 
In order not to increase the extent of the paper, in this appendix we have decided to include only the questions that 
were performed in each one of the three parts of the experts’ survey. 
1   Introduction 
1. Choose the option (just one) that you consider most appropriate to describe your degree of expertise in usability. 
o I have neither experience nor any knowledge of it. 
o I just know the concept. 
o I know the concept, the different methods of evaluation and their application process. 
o I am familiar with usability and I have carried out a usability evaluation. 
o I frequently carry out usability evaluations. 
o Others (please specify). 
 
2. Choose the options (more than one can be chosen) that you consider most appropriate to describe your working 
relationship with usability and its evaluation: 
o Related teaching dedication 
o Specific teaching dedication 
o Related researching dedication 
o Specific researching dedication 
o Related professional dedication 
o Specific professional dedication 
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o Others (please specify) 
2   Model structure validation 
3. Say how much you agree with the proposed classification of expertise levels of evaluators 
o Completely disagree 
o Partially agree 
o Quite agree 
o Very much agree 
o Do not know or do not answer 
 
4. Say whether you believe it necessary to bear in mind other aspects in relation to evaluators' expertise to classify 
them in levels of expertise.   
 
5. Say how much you agree with the mathematical model described by Equation 1: 
o Completely disagree 
o Partially agree 
o Quite agree 
o Very much agree 
o Do not know or do not answer 
 
6. Choose the degree of importance you would give to each one of the input parameters commented in usability 
evaluation  1.None   2. Little  3. Quite a lot  4. A lot  5. Does not know or  does not answer 
 
 Interface usability problems               
 Number of evaluators 
 Evaluation capacity 
 Variable costs 
 Individual problem % 
 
7. Choose the degree of importance that you assign to each of these parameters that make up the “adjusting factor” in 
usability evaluation: 1.None   2. Little  3. Quite a lot  4. A lot  5. Does not know or  does not answer 
 
 Stage the development life cycle at which the evaluation is carried out 
 Type of system 
 Set of usability guidelines 
 type of users the final system will have 
 System size 
 System complexity 
 
8. If you consider any input parameters to be missing, please point it out, give reasons and grade its importance. 
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9 . Choose the value you consider most appropriate, according to the level of expertise of evaluators, for the 
parameter “evaluation capacity” that represents the average number of problems per hour that an evaluator can find.  
(2,4, 6,8,10,12, more than 12) 
 Level 1(beginner)  
 Level 2(expert)       
 Level 3(double expert) 
 
10. Choose the value you consider most appropriate, according to the level of expertise of evaluators, for the 
parameter “variable costs” that represent the amount of euro per hour paid to an evaluator. 2,4, 6,8,10,12, more than 
12) 
 Level 1(beginner)  
 Level 2(expert)       
 Level 3(double expert) 
 
 
 
11. Look at the graph above. Supposing an evaluation session of two hours, regardless of the expertise level 
considered, ¿Which curve do you think that best depicts the evolution of the percentage of problems that an evaluator 
encounters along this session? The x-axis shows the time elapsed during the evaluation session and the y-axis shows 
the amount of encountered problems. 
 
o red curve 
o green curve 
o blue curve 
 
12. In case you consider that none of the above curves approximately describes the evolution of the number of 
problems encountered by an evaluator during the evaluation session, describe such behaviour. 
3  Model behaviour validation 
13. The graph below shows the number of problems encountered in relation to time for the various simulation 
scenarios of experiment 1.  Assess their level according to the results shown in the graph 
 
o Completely disagree 
o Partially agree 
o Quite agree 
o Very much agree 
o Do not know or do not answer 
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14. The graph below shows the total variable cost in euro in relation to time for the various simulation scenarios of 
experiment 1.  Assess their level according to the results shown in the graph. 
 
o Completely disagree 
o Partially agree 
o Quite agree 
o Very much agree 
o Do not know or do not answer 
 
 
15. The  graph below shows the number of problems encountered in relation to time for the various simulation 
scenarios of experiment 2.  Assess their level according to the results shown in the graph 
 
o Completely disagree 
o Partially agree 
o Quite agree 
o Very much agree 
o Do not know or do not answer 
 
16. The graph below shows the total variable cost in euro in relation to time for the various simulation scenarios of 
experiment 2.  Assess their level according to the results shown in the graph. 
 
 
o Completely disagree 
o Partially agree 
o Quite agree 
o Very much agree 
o Do not know or do not answer 
 
17. The graph below shows the number of problems encountered in relation to time for the various simulation 
scenarios of experiment 3.  Assess their level according to the results shown in the graph 
 
o Completely disagree 
o Partially agree 
o Quite agree 
o Very much agree 
o Do not know or do not answer 
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18. The graph below shows the total variable cost in euro in relation to time for the various simulation scenarios of 
experiment 3.  Assess their level according to the results shown in the graph. 
 
o Completely disagree 
o Partially agree 
o Quite agree 
o Very much agree 
o Do not know or do not answer 
 
19. In case you do not agree with the results shown in the experiments, please explain why. 
 
20. Evaluate the usefulness of the proposed model 
o Not useful at all 
o Not very useful 
o Quite useful 
o Very useful 
o Do not know or do not answer 
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